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Abstract. Let B be a collection of rectangular parallelepipeds in R3 whose sides are par-
allel to the coordinate axes and such that B consists of parallelepipeds with side lengths of
the form s, 2js, t, where s, t > 0 and j lies in a nonempty subset S of the integers. In this
paper, we prove the following:

If S is a finite set, then the associated geometric maximal operator MB satisfies the weak
type estimate of the form

∣∣{x ∈ R3 : MBf(x) > α
}∣∣ ≤ C ˆ

R3

|f |
α

(
1 + log+ |f |

α

)
but does not satisfy an estimate of the form

∣∣{x ∈ R3 : MBf(x) > α
}∣∣ ≤ C ˆ

R3
φ

(
|f |
α

)
for any convex increasing function φ : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) satisfying the condition

lim
x→∞

φ(x)
x(log(1 + x)) = 0 .

On the other hand, if S is an infinite set, then the associated geometric maximal operator
MB satisfies the weak type estimate

∣∣{x ∈ R3 : MBf(x) > α
}∣∣ ≤ C ˆ

R3

|f |
α

(
1 + log+ |f |

α

)2

but does not satisfy an estimate of the form

∣∣{x ∈ R3 : MBf(x) > α
}∣∣ ≤ C ˆ

R3
φ

(
|f |
α

)
for any convex increasing function φ : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) satisfying the condition

lim
x→∞

φ(x)
x(log(1 + x))2 = 0 .
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1. Introduction

Weak type estimates play a fundamental role in harmonic analysis. A prevalent example
of a weak type estimate is one satisfied by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator MHL.
Recall that this operator is defined on L1(Rn) by

MHLf(x) = sup
x∈B

1
|B|

ˆ
B

|f | ,

where the supremum is over balls B in Rn containing x. MHL satisfies the weak type (1, 1)
inequality

|{x ∈ Rn : MHLf(x) > α}| ≤ Cn
1
α

ˆ
Rn

|f | .

The strong maximal operator Mstr is defined on L1(Rn) by

Mstrf(x) = sup
x∈R

1
|R|

ˆ
R

|f | ,

where the supremum is over all rectangular parallelepipeds in Rn whose sides are parallel to
the coordinate axes. Mstr does not enjoy a weak type (1, 1) inequality; instead it satisfies the
weak type (L(logL)n−1, L1) estimate

(1.1) |{x ∈ Rn : Mstrf(x) > α}| ≤ Cn

ˆ
Rn

|f |
α

(
1 + log+ |f |

α

)n−1

.

Proofs of these estimates may be found in, e.g., [10].
Given a collection of sets B in Rn, we may define the associated maximal operator MB by

MBf(x) = sup
x∈R∈B

1
|R|

ˆ
R

|f | .

If B is a proper subset of the collection of rectangular parallelepipeds, we refer to B as a rare
basis of parallelepipeds. We would expect smaller collections B to be associated to better
optimal weak type estimates forMB. Indeed, if B were the collection of n-dimensional cubes in
Rn we would have that MB behaves like the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator and satisfies
a weak type (1, 1) inequality; if MB were the collection of all rectangular parallelepipeds in
Rn with sides parallel to the axes we would have that MB is the strong maximal operator
Mstr and satisfies the (L(logL)n−1, L1) estimate indicated above. It is the case where B is
an intermediate collection that most interests us here.

The most satisfying result to date along these lines is due to Stokolos, who in [14] (see also
[15,16]) proved the following.

Proposition 1. Let B be a translation invariant basis of rectangles in R2 whose sides are
parallel to the coordinate axes. If B does not satisfy the weak type (1, 1) estimate

|{x ∈ R2 : MBf(x) > α}| ≤ C

ˆ
R2

|f |
α
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then MB satisfies the weak type estimate∣∣∣{x ∈ R2 : MBf(x) > α
}∣∣∣ ≤ C

ˆ
R2

|f |
α

(
1 + log+ |f |

α

)
but does not satisfy a weak type estimate of the form

|{x ∈ R2 : MBf(x) > α}| ≤ C

ˆ
R2
φ

(
|f |
α

)
for any nonnegative convex increasing function φ such that φ(x) = o(x log x) as x tends to
infinity.

This result tells us that there is a certain “discreteness” associated to optimal weak type
estimates for maximal operators associated to rare bases of rectangles in R2; the optimal
weak type estimate must be of weak type (1, 1) or of weak type (L logL,L1), but not of the
form, say, (L(logL)1/2, L1) .

At the present time there are no satisfactory analogues of Proposition 1 for rare bases of
rectangular parallelepipeds whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes in Rn for n ≥ 3.
We conjecture, however, the following.

Conjecture 1. Let B be a translation invariant collection of rectangular parallelepipeds in
Rn whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes. Then there exists an integer 1 ≤ k ≤ n
such that MB satisfies the weak type estimate

(1.2) |{x ∈ Rn : MBf(x) > α}| ≤ C

ˆ
Rn

|f |
α

(
1 + log+ |f |

α

)k−1

but such that MB satisfies no estimate of the form

(1.3) |{x ∈ Rn : MBf(x) > α}| ≤ C

ˆ
Rn

φ

(
|f |
α

)
whenever φ : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) is a convex increasing function satisfying φ(x) = o(x(log x)k−1).

A significant contributor to the lack of progress on Conjecture 1 in dimensions n = 3 and
higher is the relative lack of meaningful classes of rare bases exhibiting known sharp weak
type estimates. In [4], D’Aniello and Moonens provided a sufficient condition on a basis B
of rectangular parallelepipeds in Rn so that estimate (1.2) is optimal for k = n. Using the
Fubini theorem and the weak type estimate (1.1) for the strong maximal operator one can
show that if the basis B consists of all rectangular parallelepipeds in R3 with sidelengths of
the form s, s, t the associated maximal operator MB satisfies estimate (1.2) for k = 2 but not
estimate (1.3) for any nonnegative convex increasing function φ satisfying φ(x) = o(x(log x)).
(See a related discussion of this basis in the seminal paper [17] of Zygmund which initiated
the topic of rare bases in the subject of differentiation of integrals.) In the more involved
argument in [13], Soria proved that if B consists of all rectangular parallelepipeds in R3 with
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sidelengths of the form s, 1
s
, t, then MB also satisfies estimate (1.2) for k = 2 but not estimate

(1.3) for any nonnegative convex increasing function φ satisfying φ(x) = o(x(log x)). 1 The
most recent result to date along these lines is due to Dmitrishin, Hagelstein, and Stokolos,
who proved in [5] that if B be a collection of rectangular parallelepipeds in R3 whose sides
are parallel to the coordinate axes and such that B contains parallelepipeds with side lengths
of the form s, 2N

s
, t, where s, t > 0 and N lies in an infinite subset of the integers, then

the associated geometric maximal operator MB satisfies the weak type estimate (1.2) for
k = 3 but does not satisfy the estimate (1.3) for any nonnegative convex increasing function
φ satisfying φ(x) = o(x(log x)2). The argument in the latter paper is quite delicate and
utilizes the concept of crystallization, introduced by Stokolos in [14] and developed further
in [5, 11,15,16].

The purpose of this paper is to provide another class of natural examples of rare bases
in R3 for which Conjecture 1 holds. The associated proof also involves crystallization, but
in many respects it is more straightforward than the argument in [5] as we are here able to
exploit the homothecy invariance of the bases considered. It is our hope that the theorem is
not only of intrinsic interest, but the techniques of proof might be used in the future to help
resolve Conjecture 1 in the special but important case of homothecy invariant bases.

Our main result is the following.

Theorem 1. Let B be a homothecy invariant collection of rectangular parallelepipeds in R3

whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes and with sidelengths of the form s, 2js, t, where
j lies in a nonempty set S ⊂ Z.

If S is a finite set, then the associated geometric maximal operator MB satisfies the weak
type estimate of the form

(1.4)
∣∣∣{x ∈ R3 : MBf(x) > α

}∣∣∣ ≤ C

ˆ
R3

|f |
α

(
1 + log+ |f |

α

)
but does not satisfy an estimate of the form

(1.5)
∣∣∣{x ∈ R3 : MBf(x) > α

}∣∣∣ ≤ C

ˆ
R3
φ

(
|f |
α

)
for any convex increasing function φ : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) satisfying the condition

(1.6) lim
x→∞

φ(x)
x(log(1 + x)) = 0 .

1In was in this same paper that Soria disproved the Zygmund Conjecture. [7] provides a good introduction
to the Zygmund Conjecture for the interested reader. A recent class of counterexamples to the Zygmund
Conjecture due to Rey may be found in [12]. Important contexts where the Zygmund Conjecture does hold
are due to A. Córdoba [2]; extensions of Córdoba’s associated covering lemma techniques to higher dimensions
due to R. Fefferman and Pipher may be found in [8].
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If S is an infinite set, then the associated geometric maximal operator MB satisfies a weak
type estimate of the form

∣∣∣{x ∈ R3 : MBf(x) > α
}∣∣∣ ≤ C

ˆ
R3

|f |
α

(
1 + log+ |f |

α

)2

but does not satisfy an estimate of the form

∣∣∣{x ∈ R3 : MBf(x) > α
}∣∣∣ ≤ C

ˆ
R3
φ

(
|f |
α

)
for any convex increasing function φ : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) satisfying the condition

lim
x→∞

φ(x)
x(log(1 + x))2 = 0 .

The remainder of the paper is devoted to a proof of this theorem. We remark that the
statement of Theorem 1 is very similar to that of Theorem 1 of [5] but there are nonethe-
less significant differences between these two results. In particular, the basis B in the latter
paper consists of rectangular parallelepipeds parallel to the coordinate axes with sidelengths
of the form s, 2N

s
, t where N lies in a nonempty set S of integers. To the best of our under-

standing neither result follows from the other, in large part because the latter basis lacks the
dilation invariance enjoyed by the former as well as the fact that, even for finite sets S, the
possible ratios of the first two sidelengths of parallelepipeds in the latter basis are all of (0,∞).

Acknowledgment: We wish to thank the referee for helpful suggestions regarding this
paper.

2. Proof of Theorem 1

Proof of Theorem 1. If S is finite, we may itemize the elements of S as j1, . . . , jN . Subse-
quently we may express MB as a supremum of maximal functions of the form MBk

, where Bk
consists of all parallelepipeds in R3 with sidelengths of the form s, 2jks, t. From the paper [6]
of Fava it readily follows that estimate (1.4) is satisfied. As can be seen by testing the max-
imal operator MB on the characteristic functions associated to cubes in R3, one can readily
show that estimate (1.5) does not hold for any convex increasing function φ : [0,∞)→ [0,∞)
satisfying the limit (1.6).

We now turn to case that S is an infinite set. First we note that MB satisfies the estimate∣∣∣{x ∈ R3 : MBf(x) > α
}∣∣∣ ≤ C

ˆ
R3

|f |
α

(
1 + log+ |f |

α

)2

as it is dominated by the strong maximal operator Mstr acting on measurable functions in
R3.
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It remains to show that MB does not satisfy an estimate of the form∣∣∣{x ∈ R3 : MBf(x) > α
}∣∣∣ ≤ C

ˆ
R3
φ

(
|f |
α

)

for any convex increasing function φ : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) satisfying the condition

lim
x→∞

φ(x)
x(log(1 + x))2 = 0 .

This is the primary difficulty we face. Note that we cannot show that MB fails to satisfy such
an estimate simply by testing MB on the characteristic function of a cube. Instead we need
to utilize ideas involving crystallization introduced by Stokolos in [14] and further developed
by Dmitrishin, Hagelstein and Stokolos in [5, 11,15,16].

Let N > 1 be a positive integer. Since S is an infinite set contained in the integers, we
may assume without loss of generality that there exist natural numbers j1 > j2 > · · · > jN so
that any parallelepiped in R3 whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes with sidelengths
of the form 2−k+1, 2−jk , t lie in B. Moreover for technical reasons we will see later we also
assume without loss of generality that jk > N + jk−1. Let

R1 = [0, 1]× [0, 2−j1 ],

R2 = [0, 1
2]× [0, 2−j2 ],

...
RN = [0, 2−N+1]× [0, 2−jN ] .

We define the Rademacher function r0(t) by

r0(t) = χ[0, 1
2 ](t)− χ( 1

2 ,1)(t) ,

where we extend r0(t) to be periodic by r0(t+ 1) = r0(t) . Let Cj1,...,jN be defined by

Cj1,...,jN =
{
t ∈ [0, 1] :

N∑
k=1

r0(2jkt) = N

}
.

Observe that m1(Cj1,...,jN ) = 2−N , where we let mk(A) denote the k-dimensional Lebesgue
measure of a set A ⊂ Rk. (That this holds can be seen by noting that the sets {t ∈ [0, 1] :
r0(2jkt) = 1} correspond to N mutually independent events all of probability 1

2 .) Define now
the set Ej1,...,jN (which we will abbreviate as EN) in R2 by

Ej1,...,jN = [0, 2−N+1]× Cj1,...,jN .
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R3

R2

E5,3,1

R1

Figure 1. The set E5,3,1 together with rectangles R1, R2, and R3

Figure 1 provides an illustration of the case that j1 = 5, j2 = 3, and j3 = 1, indicating the
set E5,3,1 together with associated rectangles R1, R2, and R3.

We now assume without loss of generality that jk−1 > N + jk.

Note that

1
m2(Rk)

ˆ
Rk

χEN
= 2−N

for each k. For each k, we let {Rk,j}j be the collection of all the vertical translates R′ in R2

of the rectangle Rk that are dyadic rectangles and such that

1
m2(R′)

ˆ
R′
χEN

= 2−N .

Note that the number of such translates is

#{Rk,j} = m2(EN)
m2(EN ∩Rk)
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= 2−N+1 · 2−N
2−N+1 · (2−k · 2−jk)

= 2−N+k+jk

and moreover these translates, for fixed k, are a.e. pairwise disjoint.

It will now be convenient to have a notation indicating homothecies of a rectangle R
that share the lower left corner of R. This is done as follows. Given a rectangle R =
[a, a+ ∆1]× [b, b+ ∆2] ⊂ R2 and δ > 0, we let

δR = [a, a+ δ∆1]× [b, b+ δ∆2] .
Given s ∈ R, let τsR denote the vertical translate of the rectangle R ⊂ R2 given by

χτsR(x1, x2) = χR(x1, x2 − s) .
Here χA denotes the usual indicator function of set A. Given k, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2−N+k+jk , a
nonnegative integer l, and 1 ≤ i ≤ 2l, we define Rk,j,2l,i (a translate of a dilate of Rk) by

Rk,j,2l,i = τ(i−1)·2−l·2−jk (2−lRk,j) .
(Note that we can recognize that−N+k+jk is nonnegative since the conditions j1 > j2 > · · · > jN
together with the fact that each ji is a natural number guarantee that jk ≥ N − k+ 1.) One
can compute that

1
m2(Rk,j,20,1)

ˆ
Rk,j,20,1

χEN
= 2−N ,

1
m2(Rk,j,2,1)

ˆ
Rk,j,21,1

χEN
= 2−N+2 ,

and more generally
1

m2(Rk,j,2l,i)

ˆ
R

k,j,2l,i

χEN
= 2−N+l+1

for i = 1, . . . , 2l−1, provided 1 ≤ l and 2−N+1 ≤ 2−l · 2−k+1, i.e., provided 1 ≤ l ≤ N − k. It is
for these estimates that we require the sparseness condition jk−1 > N + jk, as these enable
us to have that, for 1 ≤ l ≤ N − k and fixed j, k, the intersections of EN with the left hand
sides of the Rk,j,2l,i are vertical translates of one another for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2l−1.

It is important here to recognize that each Rk,j,2l,i is indeed a translate of a dilate of Rk, so
rectangular parallelepipeds of the form Rk,j,2l,i × [0, t] lie in the basis B since B is homothecy
invariant. This is a point where the argument we provide here differs significantly from the
crystallization argument provided in the related paper [5].

Define now the set Zj1,...,jN (which we will refer to simply as ZN) in R3 by
Zj1,...,jN = Ej1,...,jN × [0, 1] .
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Given a rectangle R ⊂ R2 whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes, we let rh(R)
denote the right half of R.

The above averages over the Rj,k,2l,i yield the inclusion

{
x ∈ R3 : MBχZN

(x) ≥ 2−N
}
⊃

·⋃
j,k,2l,i

1≤l≤N−k

(rh(Rk,j,2l,i))× [2l, 2l+1] ,

where the sets in the union are a.e. pairwise disjoint. This yields that

∣∣∣{x ∈ R3 : MBχZN
(x) ≥ 2−N

}∣∣∣ ≥ N∑
k=1

2−N+k+jk∑
j=1

N−k∑
l=1

2l−1∑
i=1

∣∣∣(rh(Rk,j,2l,i))× [2l, 2l+1]
∣∣∣

=
N∑
k=1

2−N+k+jk∑
j=1

N−k∑
l=1

2l−1∑
i=1

1
22−2l|Rk| · 2l

=
N∑
k=1

2−N+k+jk∑
j=1

(N − k) · 2−k−jk−1

=
N∑
k=1

(N − k) · 2−N+k+jk · 2−k−jk−1

&
N∑
k=1

(N − k) · 2−N

& N22−N .

As |ZN | = 2−2N+1, we see MB does not satisfy an estimate of the form

(2.1)
∣∣∣{x ∈ R3 : MBf(x) > α

}∣∣∣ ≤ C

ˆ
R3
φ

(
|f |
α

)

for any convex increasing function φ : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) satisfying the condition

lim
x→∞

φ(x)
x(log(1 + x))2 = 0 .

To see this, suppose φ satisfies (2.1). Setting f = χZN
, α = 2−N then yields that

N22N ≤ Cφ(2N) ,

providing the desired result.
�
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